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The third virtual XUG

 We had originally planned an in-person meeting this year

 We opted to keep it virtual for a few reasons

 Poll results from XUG attendees influenced our decision

 Will future meetings be virtual or in person?

 Short answer: probably both?

 More to come on this topic, but rest assured we’ll keep you in the 
loop and solicit your feedback



Inera in the cloud

 Inera turned 30 in 2022!

 From a small office in Newton…

 To a larger one in Belmont…

 To the Wiley Medford offices in… March of 2020

 The Medford office closed in May of this year

 Our physical infrastructure is now in New Jersey

 Inera is now 100% virtual (and fewer than half of us are in Boston)



in 2022



eXtyles stats

 As of mid-September, 129 new items in our master eXtyles release notes 
since XUG 2021

 ~38% of those were general improvements to eXtyles

 ~62% were customer-specific improvements

 9 items were bug fixes

 Fewer changes overall than in previous years, but the percentages are 
remarkably consistent



eXtyles development priorities

 Development encompasses traditional eXtyles adjustments and work on 
the entire product family, including cloud solutions (stay tuned for Bill’s 
talk tomorrow!)

 eXtyles gets regular physicals, but this year
its check-up has been more thorough

 We’ve been focusing resources on ensuring
the technology will continue to thrive



eXtyles infrastructure

 Reviews of

 the entire eXtyles architecture, top to bottom

 our deployment and delivery processes

 Revisions to

 our automated testing mechanisms

 the eXtyles installation architecture

 hardware key requirements (we’re phasing them out, yay!)

 Integrating with our parent company while ensuring 
we continue to provide reliable service to you



Release notes highlights

 >2200 new titles in the journal database

 Improved handling of nested tables at Activation and Cleanup

 Improved recognition of document elements such as

 unnumbered object citations

 access dates in references

 resubmission dates

 title case surname prefixes

eXtyles Improvements



Release notes highlights

 Added support for BITS 2.1, which includes improvements requested by 
eXtyles customers (stay tuned for Debbie’s talk later today!)

 Expanded support for identification of citations to datasets submitted to 
DataCite

 Updated export and deposit modules to support new JATS4R 
recommendations and PubMed requirements

 Improved ORCID merge behavior

eXtyles and the publishing ecosystem



Edifix 2.0 API

The Edifix 2.0 API was released in January with lots of improvements and 
new features — see the Edifix blog for more details

https://www.edifix.com/blog/introducing-edifix-api-2-0


and



eXtyles support for 64-bit Office

 Part of the infrastructure initiative

 Has positioned us to be much more responsive with future updates but has 
taken far longer than anticipated to complete

 Phased rollout will begin on November 30

 Going forward, eXtyles will auto-detect whether your version of Word is 
32- or 64-bit at installation

 We will eventually phase out support for 32-bit Office, but that will not 
happen for at least a year (and we will provide ample notice)



eXtyles and Word “modern comments”

 Recently introduced into O365 to allow for more extensive collaboration

 Removed ability to use Word character
styles in comment text, which is a key
feature of eXtyles Reference Correction

 For now, the best workaround is to

 copy and paste the corrected text

 strip the <jrn> tags

 rerun Bibliographic Reference Processing

 We’ve reached out to Microsoft

 Technical bulletin and/or FAQ to come





What is Partner Solutions?

 A new division within Wiley Research

 Operating separately from the publishing division

 Following the same security and privacy protocols that have been in place since the 
acquisition of Atypon in 2016

 Comprised of trusted brands and expert teams working collaboratively 
to help publishers solve key challenges 

 Brands include Inera as well as Atypon, eJournalPress, J&J Editorial, 
Knowledge Unlatched, and Madgex



What does this mean for you?

 No change to your use of eXtyles or your relationship with our team

 Opportunities to benefit from Inera’s position within a broader network 
of publishing expertise

 Collaborative and innovative solutions and services

 Access to a wider range of resources and events

https://www.wiley.com/en-us/business/partner-solutions


Partner Solutions collaboration: Inera and J&J

 J&J Editorial provides editorial, production, and consulting services

 Acquired by Wiley in October 2021

 Opportunities to work together and provide creative joint solutions arose 
very quickly

 More on this partnership later today from J&J!

 A great collaboration for organizations who
want the many benefits of an eXtyles workflow
but don’t want to run the software themselves



Other Partner Solutions collaborations

 Atypon and AAAS

 Collaboration highlighted at Atypon’s recent community meeting

 With AAAS XML generated by eXtyles, the process to identify, communicate, and 
execute adjustments required for the migration to Literatum was simplified

 eJournalPress

 Facilitating workflow efficiencies for shared customers

 Exploring various opportunities for integration with EJP and JPS



Remember when I said no change to your use of 
eXtyles or your relationship with us?

 That’s still true!

 However, a heads up: “new” email addresses for our team are probable

 Inera staff already have three email addresses (which means many of us also have 
multiple inboxes, multiple calendars, etc…)

 We love our @inera.com identities, but something’s got to give 

 Ultimately, a consolidation will ensure more efficient and reliable communication



Speaking of communication…

 You’ll likely see some cosmetic changes in the coming year (e.g., website 
design and newsletter adjustments)

 We’ll also keep you in the loop on initiatives and events we think will be 
relevant to you

 Sylvia Izzo Hunter and Jo Ripoll have moved into broader roles within the 
Partner Solutions marketing team

 Those of you who are Atypon customers may have already benefited from their work 
on Atypon newsletters, blogs, and community meetings

 Still working with Inera while also serving a broader team of colleagues and 
customers



Thank you and stay tuned!
Questions?
Comments?

Speak Chat now or send to lblake@inera.com


